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_________________________________________________________

Intro

● You can build a song on the ukulele using: groove, lyric, melody and song structure

● A songwriting practice is an ongoing creative process, which involves a day-to-day drama:

vanquish (or better, ignore) your inner critic, fill your creative well, surround yourself with

creative community.

● Songwriting is a practice: you have to do it to get better at it.

The rules in this workshop apply to all creative exploration:

1. When being creative, hang your editing hat at the door, it’ll get put on later.

2. THE “RULES”: no judgy talk (it’s good, bad, etc), rather try to invoke a curious

mindset – how does that make you feel, what possibilities does that open up? Why

does it have that effect? What effect would making  X / Y / Z  change have on the

song or, more importantly, the listener?

3. But even in editing mode: “Never say anything to yourself that you wouldn’t say to a

small child” Michael Winkler (NB. Perhaps your child is important to songwriting!)

4. You’ve all heard of, if not are intimately acquainted with, your inner critic – to be

creative means to learn to turn down their volume. Yes, they are trying to protect

you and keep you safe but their volume is inversely proportional to the volume of

your creativity. Work towards vulnerability.

Why these rules?

5. “Everything helps but nothing works” Stephen Taberner – that means talking to lots

of creatives to understand that there are many ways to come at creative work.

____________________________________________________

Groove

● Groove = Tempo + time signature + accent (e.g. “pineapple pineapple mango”, “toast and

avocado”, “I wanna watermelon” Ring of Fire)

● Don’t think it, dance it! (Or, if you dance like Craig, just feel it)

● Most importantly – play with emphasis, experiment with moving it around to different

beats in the bar.

http://www.allthewayhomemusic.com/
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Strum exploration (pick 2 chords and one of the strums)

● Pick a strum - start comfy, then play with the tempo & accent

● Jot down a few different pairings of chords (C, Am, G, F is enough to start!) and try your

rhythm with the chord pairs – find pairings you like!

● Mix it up and take note of the mood you can create with 2 chords and a strum pattern

● This is the motor cortex at work – do it and do it and do it again, don’t let your thinking

head block your body’s groove! Go with the flow

____________________________________________________

Lyrics

The Seven Senses: SIGHT, HEARING, SMELL, TASTE, TOUCH, ORGANIC – awareness of body.

KINESTHETIC – relationship to the world around you.

Object writing: just keep churning out whatever words come to you, if you run out of ideas, look at

the list of senses again and try a different sense.

Keyword finding

● Underline/highlight words or phrases

● Look for the surprising, evocative stuff that can open up other doors.

● Read them aloud – listen for inherent rhythm in the words, rearrange them.

____________________________________________________

Melody & Harmony making

Eva Popov graph method is a provocation that could yield many results.

● Step 1: draw your graph

● Step 2: read it as though it is the joining up of musical notes

● Step 3: try all the different ways of singing the shape

● Step 4: try it using some of your favourite words/phrases from your list

● Step 5: try singing the melody ideas over one of your grooves (use your phone to

record your explorations!) –with or without your words

____________________________________________________

What’s next? Unfolding your song

● Songwriting is storytelling – start, middle, end

● Often there is a conversation or relationship going on

○ Box method for verse and chorus development

● Things to try: point of view, pronouns, show and not tell
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● Your palette = Tension and release; difference and repetition; surprise

● Holy Grails = prosody, audience completes the meaning

____________________________________________________

Bring it all together: write a verse or chorus

To Rhyme or not to rhyme (imperfect rhyme):

I believe the children are our future

Teach them well and let them lead the way

Show them all the beauty they possess inside

Give them a sense of pride to make it easier

Let the children's laughter remind us how we used to be

__________________________________________

I've got sunshine on a cloudy day

When it's cold outside, I've got the month of May

I guess you'd say

What can make me feel this way

My girl

__________________________________________

Bye bye love

Bye bye happiness

Hello loneliness

I think I'ma gonna cry

Bye bye love

Bye bye sweet caress

Hello emptiness

I feel like I could die

Bye bye my love goodbye

Today we have compiled lists of words that were evoked by a special place.

Take your favourite keywords from the list writing exercise and arrange and rearrange until they
take on a shape/pattern that hangs together, thematically, rhythmically.

To make more sense of your list you may want to round it off with a lyric / sentence that reflects on
those words.

Eg   Sand, sun, ocean, heat. All together at the beach.
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Groove first uke approach:

1. Strum the chords and try to fit one or more of your melodies around it
(oooh/vowels)

- Which note to start on? Hold down the chord and try each string

- Which beat to start on? Eg “Hey Jude” uses the ones to end lines

2. Take target words and try them on (this might call for a change of melody!)

3. Write down lyrics if they are working

4. Try changing tempo, groove, time, give it more space by singing half as many words
per bar or leave more space between lines

____________________________________________________

Share

The best resource for progressing your songwriting is a group with whom you share your

work-in-progress to get feedback and fresh perspective. Find some like-minded folk and make a

group. Get in touch with the Darebin Songwriters Guild on Facebook, come to an event and see

how it works   https://www.facebook.com/darebinsongwritersguild

____________________________________________________

RESOURCES

● Knowing how to use Voice Memo or some kind of digital recorder (eg your phone) is really

important as a songwriter unless you have an incredible memory!

● There are lots of apps that can help provide support for your practice – search for

metronomes, ireal pro makes chord progressions (takes a bit of practice!) that can play

back in a range of styles, rhyming dictionaries, chord collections, etc

● Hitsville: The Making of Motown is the story of how this trailblazing record label was built

and the impact the music had as it crossed the racial divide during the civil rights era.

https://iview.abc.net.au/show/hitsville-the-making-of-motown

● coursera.org free songwriting courses from Berklee – Pat Pattinson, specialising in lyrics

● Finally, from the Queen of songwriting herself, http://www.kristinaolsen.net/music.htm

the recipe we’ve all been searching for (PTO)...

https://www.facebook.com/darebinsongwritersguild
https://iview.abc.net.au/show/hitsville-the-making-of-motown
https://online.berklee.edu/courses/interest/songwriting
http://www.kristinaolsen.net/music.htm
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HOW TO SING THE BLUES (attrib. to Memphis Earlene Gray with help from Uncle Plunky)

1. Most blues begin "woke up this morning

2. "I got a good woman" is a bad way to begin the

blues, unless you stick something nasty in the next

line.

I got a good woman--

with the meanest dog in town.

3. Blues are simple.  After you have the first line

right, repeat it. Then find something that rhymes.

Sort of.

Got a good woman

with the meanest dog in town.

He got teeth like Margaret Thatcher

and he weighs about 500 pounds.

4. The blues are not about limitless choice.

5. Blues cars are Chevies and Cadillacs. Other

acceptable blues transportation is Greyhound bus

or a southbound train. Walkin' plays a major part

in the blues lifestyle. So does fixin' to die.

6. Teenagers can't sing the blues. Adults sing the

blues. Blues adulthood means old enough to get

the electric chair if you shoot a man in Memphis.

7. You can have the blues in New York City, but not in

Brooklyn or Queens.  Hard times in Vermont or

North Dakota are just depression.  Chicago, St.

Louis and Kansas City are still the best places to

have the blues.

8. The following colors do not belong in the blues:

a. violet

b. beige

c. mauve

9. You can't have the blues in an office or a shopping

mall, the lighting is wrong.

10. Good places for the Blues:

a. the highway

b. the jailhouse

c. the empty bed

Bad places:

a. Ashrams

b. Gallery openings

c. weekend in the Hamptons

11. No one will believe it's the blues if you wear a

suit, unless you happen to be an old black man.

12. Do you have the right to sing the blues?  Yes, if:

a. your first name is a southern state--like Georgia

b. you're blind

c. you shot a man in Memphis.

d. you can't be satisfied.

No, if:

a. you were once blind but now can see.

b. you're deaf

c. you have a trust fund.

13. Neither Julio Iglesias nor Barbra Streisand can sing

the blues.

14. If you ask for water, and Baby gives you gasoline,

it's the  blues.

Other blues beverages are:

a. wine

b. Irish whiskey

c. muddy water

Blues beverages are NOT:

a. Any mixed drink

b. Any wine kosher for Passover

c. Yoo Hoo (all flavors)

15. If it occurs in a cheap motel or a shotgun shack,

it's blues death. Stabbed in the back by a jealous

lover is a blues way to die. So is the electric chair,

substance abuse, or being denied treatment in an

emergency room. It is not a blues death, if you die

during a liposuction treatment.

16. Some Blues names for Women

a. Sadie

b. Big Mama

c. Bessie

Some Blues Names for Men

a. Joe

b. Willie

c. Little Willie

d. Lightning

17. Persons with names like Sierra or Sequoia will not

be permitted to sing the blues no matter how

many men they shoot in Memphis.

17B. Other Blues Names (Starter Kit)

a. Name of Physical infirmity (Blind, Cripple,

Asthmatic)

b. First name (see above) or name of fruit

(Lemon, Lime, Kiwi)

c. Last Name of President (Jefferson, Johnson,

Fillmore, etc.)

d. Mix and Match


